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Qualifications
that will
enhance
your career
VTCT is the ‘one stop awarding body’ for all your hairdressing
qualification needs.
Are you;
• Just starting your career in hairdressing – choose from any
of the 14 qualifications we have to offer at Entry Level and
Level 1.
•

Developing your hairdressing career – choose from the 50
Level 2 qualifications that suit your hairdressing needs.

•

Extending your knowledge and skill – there are 45 Level 3
qualifications designed to broaden your skill set.

•

Widening your career opportunities – we have 9 Level 4
qualifications designed to elevate your skills in both practical
hairdressing services as well as salon management.

If you would like more information on VTCT and the suite of
qualifications we offer contact us at:

www.vtct.org.uk
customerservice@vtct.org.uk
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There are many changes coming
out of Government that affect the
hairdressing industry and we want
to keep registered hairdressers in
the know as this is key to running a
successful business. Take a look at the
news page for up-to-date information.
Also don’t forget our special savings,
ranging from discounts on products
such as scissors to a massive 25% off
Habia Skills Academy courses, giving a
very credible return on the registration
fee. If you want to take a new look
at the voucher booklet simply go to
www.haircouncil.org.uk, or, for those
without access to the internet, call the
office on 020 8760 7010 for details.
Once again we have fantastic products
in our giveaway pages. You really do
have a good chance of winning and
it’s so easy. This issue we have beauty
products as well as some amazing
irons for one lucky winner. We don’t
pass any details on to third parties and
the information is only used to send
the prizes out, so you have nothing
to lose.
Congratulations to our UK Student
of the Year winners Carlajane Steele
and Charlene Duthie. We wish them
a wonderful year ahead. Finally,
don’t forget if you would like to join
us for afternoon tea in the House of
Commons and support the lobbying
of MPs, drop a line to jo@haircouncil.
org.uk with your registration number
and ‘Tea Party’ in the subject line.
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Hellen Ward

the business

Just how ready is ready?
Hairdressing is in my blood – my Mum was a hairdresser and my first memories are of meeting her from work sometimes and the
wonderful aroma of setting lotion whooshing through the warm air of the hood driers. Richard’s parents had salons too and he recently
tweeted a picture of the three-year-old him having his birthday party and cake in front of a drier bank. Right from the age of 13 I earned
money in my mum’s salon by shampooing and sweeping up after school.

Next year I celebrate my official 30th year in
this industry, but if you go back to the days I
mention here, I’ve actually been part of this
profession for 32 years already. And yes, I know I
don’t look old enough (here’s hoping!).
Part of what this longevity has given me is an
instinctive knowledge of the business, and not
just the maths bit. Part of what has become
ingrained in my DNA is that built-in radar of
knowing when someone is ready to ‘go on the
floor’, and with 22 juniors, trust me, I need it.
Our in-house training programme can take
approximately five years to complete. NVQ Level
2 is the qualification that is, in effect, taking
your driving test, whereas our potential stylists
have to be able to drive an F1 car around Brands
Hatch. You see the difference? We are looking
to take our apprentices through RW Finishing
School in order to keep our brand ethos alive.
Training isn’t easy – we all know it requires
dedication, perseverance, conscientiousness,
positivity and determination. Many won’t make
it – some will fall by the wayside. The cream
will rise to the top, but along the way there
will be plenty of wobbles, even from the best
of the best. Such long periods of dedication
and commitment aren’t always easy for young
people – particularly in today’s X Factor ‘just
add water and mix’ approach to wanting instant
success. Learning the nuances of being a
great hairdresser cannot be rushed – it simply
has to come to the boil at the right time. I tell
our trainees that making great hairdressers is
like making a cake; they’ll all have the same
ingredients to start with but each ‘recipe’ will
turn out a little different. And the subtleties
between them will give them their own brand
identity and shape their clientele.
Of course, being told they’re not ready is not
always what they want to hear. Far from it.
Sometimes, irate parents get involved. But
really, it’s not a matter of how many months
or years it’s taken to train them, it’s whether
they are ready or not. And for that, they have
to trust our judgement. Our management
team have a hands-on, non-compromise
attitude to giving the final green light to
let any or our trainees loose on a paying
client. We don’t apologise for it – it
is how we protect our brand.
It’s a joint decision between
the Education and Technical
Director regarding practical
techniques and application,
but when it comes to the other,
most essential ingredients
of providing great customer
service, it’s all of our job to input
and guide.
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Not all salons share our standards, I know. I
frequently get horrified when I do mystery shops
or visit salons as a consultant, that the great
untrained are out there providing services up
and down the country. Cheap labour like this
is not only detrimental for the client concerned
and the salon’s reputation, but more importantly
for the fledgling employee’s confidence. There’s
nothing worse than being chucked in at the deep
end when you don’t have the skill or experience
to back yourself up. Remember your first haircut?
I sure do, and I’m sure the poor client who
suffered it still does too! Though at the time, I
probably thought I could give the dear, late Vidal
Sassoon a run for his money!
Celebrating our 20th anniversary in business
this year, we’ve built a brand on the longevity of
the length of staff service we are lucky enough
to enjoy as a result of putting what’s best for
the employee (even if they don’t realise it at the
time) before what’s best for the salon coffers.
In creating a long-service culture, we’ve also
realised that when team members are working
together for long periods of time, they’ll go
through life’s usual personal ups and downs of
course, but the difference is they’ll go through
them together. People have their hearts broken,
their parents die, their marriages break up, they’ll

be happy, sad, they’ll be elated parents, they’ll
be newlyweds, they’ll experience life’s emotional
rollercoaster and all the while, you’ll be working
with each other. People will change, grow and
evolve and it will all happen in the day-to-day
workings of the business, the salon, and we won’t
really even notice it’s happening.
For a team of people to be together so long they
share more than just a staff room – they share
their lives and that’s quite something. Salons are
close-knit communities and in this ever-changing
workplace, that’s just another reason to celebrate
our great profession.

Business and industry expert Hellen Ward,
in partnership with City & Guilds, has
launched a new series of books for salon
managers in 2012, including:
Getting Established covers the legalities
of setting up a salon and the red tape
involved, and focuses on business plans
and brand visions, looking at branding,
PR and marketing.
Managing Finances looks at getting
to grips with the numbers, focusing
on profitability, increasing turnover
and controlling costs, to give a real
understanding of salon finances.
Team Performance addresses all aspects
of creating, managing, growing and
developing a team and looks at installing
structure, systems and procedures to
monitor and optimise individual financial
performance.
For further information, please visit
www.ultimatesalonmanagement.com

the business

Embrace the
digital age
Facebook and email marketing is pegged to increase
this year, not decline. The reason for this shift is the
availability of the internet on practically every phone.

“I tried but it didn’t work.”

So why does it work so well for some, while others
spend hours on eMarketing and not notice any
difference in their bottom lines? If you’re sharing
content on social media networks without a clearly
defined end goal, then your efforts are likely being
wasted. With social media – or any marketing that
you do for your business – you need to choose
an intended outcome. Do you want to increase
website traffic? Encourage people to sign up
for your mailing list? Get exposure for your new
stylist / service? Improve brand recognition and
perceived value? Your goals become the target
that you aim for. Without a goal, you might as well
shoot arrows up into the sky and hope they land
somewhere near the target.

Get a grip on your numbers

You would be surprised what can turn up when
you crunch the numbers. Do the tally for each year
that you’ve been in business, by each month, on
the following numbers:
- Regular client visits
- New client visits
- Regular clients and the services they last had
- New clients and the services they last had
- Average visit period
- Services total per month
- Retail total per month
- Average service spend per client
- Average retail spend per client
You should start to see patterns over the months
and years, and see when something looks a bit
“off”; look for areas of opportunity to target.

Examples

One salon noticed that they were keeping their
customers at the usual rate, but that they weren’t
getting so many new ones, so they made an offer
for their facebook fans of a special “treat” every
time they “checked into” their salon and another
“treat” for each new referral customer that came
through their door.
It’s a different world today, with a lot of people
skipping from one deal to the next. To combat
this, one salon owner noticed that their new
client retention was particularly good with a
certain service / stylist, so a text was sent to every
non-rebooked new customer after their first visit
offering them a special deal to try that particular
service / stylist, thus further increasing their new
customer retention rate once they had come in
the door.
One salon owner found that her new client
retention was lower lately. On closer inspection
the retention numbers were especially lower for
new customers that also got a colour, so instead of

more marketing, she firstly focused on the colour
consultation process. She then sent emails to
those customers that she had lost, inviting them
back with a special colour offer. In a surprise move,
she also invited feedback over facebook, and
kept people up to date with the changes, as she
figured that she would rather take control and turn
the situation into something positive instead of
ignoring it.
One salon noticed that they were doing well at
getting new customers and keeping them, but that
people were stretching it out between visits, so
they offered a “treat” for everyone that rebooked
on the day of their appointment. They spread the
word about this offer over facebook and emails, so
that people were actually asking her to rebook.

Tips

It’s essential to get your reporting done first, make
the appropriate business changes, and then send
out targeted marketing communications. For
example a small amount of precisely-targeted
marketing aimed at high-quality traffic will nail
much larger amounts than that of shotgun pellets
sprayed willy-nilly.
Even though a customer might “like” your
facebook page, if they get fed up with your
incessant posting, they can still hide you from their
newsfeed and you will never know! Hence the
potential predicament of spending hours on social
media with minimal results; so keep the posts
relevant and fun, don’t try to “sell” something in
every post.
Decreasing the number of emails sent will be
another trend over the next year. The generic,
broadcasted email newsletter filled with the same

message for everyone and the same offers for
each person are going cold. People don’t care
about you as much as they care about themselves,
so they only want to hear about what’s relevant
and applicable to them. Sure, there is some
element of interest in what’s happening in the
salon or with their stylist, but only when it impacts
them.
Make your emails easy to read from a phone; think
single column, big buttons, plenty of pictures, less
words. If you choose to send texts, make a short
url that links to your relevant web page.
Essentially, what I’m saying is; Facebook is great
as a forum, and can help with attracting new
customers to your business, but it’s very general.
Your customers are really just there to chat with
their friends, see the latest cute cat videos, and
play Farmville. Even if they like you, that’s a lousy
environment for marketing isn’t it? Or Twitter,
where people are in the habit of finding interesting
things to share, or catch up with the people they
follow – but very seldom are looking to buy
anything.
Email isn’t as easy to utilise for getting new
business, but it’s handy for growing your business
with your existing customers, as well as allowing
you to be directly in touch with the key areas of
your business that you want to target. With email,
you can “train” your customers to expect offers
while simultaneously teaching them about your
value.

Jasmine Dickenson has worked closely with salon and spa businesses
for more than three years throughout New Zealand, Australia and the
UK with Kitomba. She is now based in London full-time, bringing her
international business experience to the UK industry.
“I’ve worked with salons of all sizes, from solo operators to larger multisite chains and essentially they’re all looking for the same things: happier
customers, more time, more ways to develop and nurture their staff
and, of course, any change needs to benefit their pockets. Over time,
I’ve been delighted to see my clients grow and prosper in these ways.
They’ve also gained a greater sense of comfort, control, and security in
their business.”
Kitomba is a complete management system for salons and spas, with
software, training, unlimited telephone support, workshops, online
training videos and so much more. Take your business to the next level,
exceed your business goals, increase sales, gain confidence in running
your business, save time and reduce stress with Kitomba.

To find out more about what options are available to you, please visit www.kitomba.co.uk or
contact Jasmine on 07792 763915, jasmine@kitomba.com
the hairdresser 
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LOOKING
FOR FREE
TRAINING?

When you are rushing
from house to house
visiting clients it can be
difficult to take time
out of your schedule to
attend training courses.
But without constant
education it is impossible
to stay on top of the latest
trends, techniques and
industry developments,
which is why Indola
created iLearn.

iLearn is a free
interactive e-learning
programme that offers

instant access to tips,
advice and techniques
to support hairdressing

Find us on Facebook:
Indola Exclusively
Professional UK & IRE

businesses. Accessible
at any time of the day its
resources can keep you
up to date even if you’re
busy with clients all day,
every day. It’s a high
standard of education
at the click of a button
whenever and wherever
you want it.
With details of everything
from the basics of hair
structure through to hair
colour, step-by-steps
to recreate Indola’s key
trends and even advice on
retailing it is the ideal tool
for freelance hairdressers
like yourself.

www.ilearn.indola.com

www.indola.com/uk

Think smart, think Indola.

Ken Picton

HEAD2HEAD

Registered hairdresser Ken Picton is a multi-award-winner and has just added the reader-voted Your Hair Image of
the Year award to his accolades. Current South West and Wales Hairdresser Ken is renowned for his beautiful work
and continues to scoop numerous awards, recently winning Best Salon and Best Salon Experience.

How did you first get into hairdressing?
To be honest it was a bit of a whim. It all
started when I was 15 and I had my first real
haircut at a salon (prior to that my mother
used to cut my hair). So I went to the salon
and there was a guy working there who
looked as cool as could be. Everyone around
was in awe of him and I thought to myself
that seems like a cool job. Prior to that I
wanted to be a football player, so this was
a bit of a departure. So from that I went to
college and did a two-year City & Guilds
course, and that was my first baptism of
hairdressing. The minute I went I realised it
was the industry for me and fell in love.
Were any of your family in the hairdressing
business?
Even though my mother cut my hair until I
was 15 she was by no means a professional
so the short answer is no, I was the first one
to take that step.
Apart from hairdressing how else do you like
to spend your time?
As most of my time is taken up doing shows,
seminars, shoots, running my business and
writing my column, I heavily prioritise my
other time to spend it with my children and
family. However, I am also a sports fanatic
and love watching games and taking my son
to watch matches. A good proportion of my
time is also spent looking at fashion and upand-coming trends which I get very excited
about.
What do you dislike?
I dislike people who don’t commit to
anything they do without enthusiasm
and passion. I find that hugely frustrating,
especially when I see people in jobs they
dislike. I am the sort of person who thinks
that if you don’t like something you should
make the effort to fix it.
What do you love most about hairdressing?
Hairdressing for me personally has provided
so many opportunities. As well as running a
multi-award-winning destination salon with a
hugely successful team, I particularly love that
no one day is the same. I also love helping
people achieve things that they might not be
able to achieve by themselves. That diversity
is so rewarding.
What inspires you in hairdressing?
As I have been hairdressing for 25 years I
especially love the way the industry moves so
rapidly. From a creative point of view I love it
when people think differently, challenge the
basics and create new ideas. From a business
perspective I enjoy seeing hairdressing
salons become successful trades, setting
the benchmark for performance in both the
hairdressing world and beyond.

You have won many competitions – do
you think this is an important aspect to
hairdressing?
Yes, I believe winning awards is a great
motivation for your team as well as creating
great PR. Also, I particularly love that awards
attract new clients in addition to reassuring
existing clients that we are always striving
to be the best. Awards also provide a great
benchmark as a salon, hairdressers and
business to where you stack up within those
respective industries.
What are your greatest achievements to
date?
That’s a really difficult question to answer as
there has been so many. To be the holder of
the British Hairdresssing Awards Wales and
South West Hairdresser of the year for the
second time is a fantastic achievement. I also
recently won Salon of the Year at the British
Hairdressing Business Awards in addition
to claiming the Your Hair Image of the Year
accolade. To hold awards in the fields of
both hairdressing and business is great as
not many salons can achieve this, especially
within the same year.
What do you hope your future looks like?
I hope to remain enthusiastic, passionate and
happy with everything I do in life. Also, after
winning so many awards I aspire to be the
first Welshman to win the British Hairdresser
of the Year award!
What does being registered mean to you?
This is important from a business perspective,
but also from an individual point of view
in regards to raising standards within the
hairdressing industry. Being registered sets
a benchmark from our industry that can be
measured against other types of enterprise
so we can lead the way in successful trade.
It is important that all hairdressers are
supportive of registration so that this can
continue to happen.
Do you have any advice for registered
hairdressers opening their first salon?
My advice is to treat it as if it were your
own children. It is your job to nurture your
salon and make sure that as a business it
is happy and grows successfully. You must
also do your research before making any

business plans. Make sure you know your
target audience and look to create a point of
difference. Most importantly you must try and
build a great team. For example, my manager
Natalie Hinton started work with me 17 years
ago as a part-time cleaner. Working as part of
a great team means that you are able to learn
and grow and her efforts were recognised at
the British Hairdressing Business Awards this
year where she won Manager of the Year.
What advice would you give to young
hairdressers starting out?
Be prepared for a fantastic journey, but be
aware that it takes a lot of hard work. If you
can commit to that and stay enthusiastic
and passionate you can go a long way in this
industry. There has been a big change in the
hairdressing world over the past few years so
they should try and get in with the best teams
and the best mentors so that they can become
successful from there.
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be wowed.
be thrilled.
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www.prohairlive.co.uk

colour
clash

the technique
LOOKING
FOR FREE
1
TRAINING?

2

Registered hairdresser and Indola’s Ambassador
Leonardo Rizzo demonstrates this fantastic step-bystep cutting technique for you to try

asymmetricAccessible
horseshoe
Starting at the left side, hold
When you are rushingTake anbusinesses.
any timethe
of the
from house to house sectionatbetween
leftday
andits
each section vertical at 90º to
resources
canaskeep
you
visiting clients it can beright side
parting,
shown
the head, then cut this side short
up to date even if you’re
difficult to take time
busy with clients all day,
out of your schedule to
every day. It’s a high
attend training courses.
standard of education
at the click of a button
But without constant
whenever
and wherever
education it is impossible
to stay on top of the latest you want it.
trends, techniques and
With details of everything
industry developments,
from the basics of hair
which is why Indola
structure through to hair
created iLearn.
colour, step-by-steps
to recreate Indola’s key
iLearn is a free
interactive e-learning trends and even advice on
programme that offers retailing it is the ideal tool
for freelance hairdressers
instant access to tips,
like yourself.
advice and techniques
to support hairdressing

3

Find us on Facebook: Ease side length towards the
www.ilearn.indola.com
Indola Exclusively
back to connect.
Over-direct
www.indola.com/uk
Professional UK & IRE

back sections to maintain length

5

Using same technique, hold each
section vertical at 90º to the
head, cut the opposite side short

7

Comb down the top section of
the hair and blunt cut the outline
as shown in the picture

4

Clean and refine left side down
to contour of the nape of the

Think smart, think Indola.
neck, following natural hair line

6

Let hair down on right side at
back of head and create low
level graduated cut at the nape

8

Connect front and back sections,
over-direct front lengths to
maintain the length at the front
the hairdresser 
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UK Student of the
Year Awards 2012
15 finalists arrived in London over the Salon
International weekend to contend the Hairdressing
Council UK Student of the Year Awards finals held in
association with L’Oréal Professionnel and VTCT.
The 15 had been chosen from hundreds of entries by
celebrity judges Lisa Shepherd, Patrick Cameron and
Andrew Barton. A practical competition was held at
L’Oréal Studios in Hammersmith and judged by Andrew
Barton, Hairdressing Council’s own Jayne Schauenburg
and Yesmin O’Brien (Sean Hanna). Interviews then took
place with Arthur Ehoff, Commercial Development
Manager from L’Oréal, Lynda Whitehorn from VTCT
and Christine Hillyer-Smith, Education Development
Co-ordinator from L’Oréal. The finalists were questioned
over their choice of hair style, themselves and their
mood board.
The finalists were then taken by coach to Salon
International where Andrew Barton and Lisa Shepherd
announced the winners in front of a huge crowd on the
HJ stage.

All the finalists had to get through regional heats and
were given a bag of ‘goodies’ – thanks to SBH, Affinage,
Fudge, KeraStraight, Trib-ute and Denman. For details
on the 2013 UK Student of the Year Awards please
contact jo@haircouncil.org.uk to be included on the
mailing list.

TRIBUTE
STUDIO
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This prestigious competition continues to grow year on
year and has the support of the industry. The winners
will receive fantastic prizes including an amazing L’Oréal
Photo Shoot course with Charles and Karen Dodds, a
day shadowing Andrew Barton in his Covent Garden
salon, course vouchers from Wella and an iPad2 from
the Hairdressing Council. Huge thanks also go to VTCT
who have arranged for the winners to work with the
Habia Skills Academy.

Congratulations to Carlajane Steele from Preston
who won the Level 2 competition. Carlajane trained
at Preston College and her trainer was Helen Lees.
She is continuing at College to take her Level 3.
“I am so thrilled to be the Hairdressing Council Level
2 Student of the Year 2012. I was excited about the
competition and having the opportunity to work at the
L’Oréal International Academy was great. The experience of
the whole day was unbelievable and one of the most exciting
days of my life. My friend and model Jemma Murray and
tutor Helen Lees were a great support and encouraged me.
All the people involved were fantastic. Meeting hairdressing
icons Andrew Barton and Lisa Shepherd was amazing and
receiving good comments on my finished style was a real
boost to my confidence, as well as having people stop us
throughout the day at Salon International to take photos. It
filled me with an immense amount of pride to know that my
hard work over these past months was being admired by so
many people. I wish to further develop my hairdressing skills
and make the most of the opportunities that will arise due
to winning this competition before I enter into the Level 3
competition next year”.

Congratulations to Charlene Duthie from Inverkeithing in
Scotland who won the Level 3 contest. Charlene trained at
Edinburgh Telford College under Rosemary Martin.
“When my name was called out as UK Level 3 Student Hairdresser of
the Year I couldn’t believe it and didn’t know how to react as I had been
preparing myself for losing! It took about an hour to start to get it in
my head that I had actually won. For two days before the competition
I couldn’t eat or sleep due to excitment and anxiety and when the
competition started my nerves just took over and I started to shake. At
that moment I thought ‘I’m never going to win’, but I kept going until
we were told to put our tools down for judging to commence. All the
staff at the L’Oréal Academy were really supportive and tried their best to
keep us all calm. I would like to thank everyone. I’m so excited to go back
home and tell all my family and friends and all my sponsors that I have
won. I really look forward to the year ahead and am so excited.”

the hairdresser 
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Registered Hairdresser News

State registered hairdressers making the headlines

McCarthy’s salons sign up to State
Registration campaign
The owner of three salons in South Wales has pledged his full support for
registration and the campaign to encourage all qualified hairdressers to
become state registered.
Philip McCarthy, who owns McCarthy’s salons in Ebbw Vale, Blackwood
and Crickhowell, has registered 28 hair stylists, who hold level two and
level three qualifications, in response to lobbying by Shirley Davis-Fox,
a member of the Hairdressing Council and WorldSkills Ambassador for
hairdressing in Wales.
McCarthy’s is the first salon chain in Wales to register all its eligible stylists.
Mrs Davis-Fox says she is delighted that the company recognises the value
of state registration and called on others across Wales to follow suit.
As a member of the Hairdressing Council, Shirley is touring Wales to
promote state registration, which she describes as a crucial step on the
road to gaining universal recognition and respect for the profession.
“This campaign is definitely gathering momentum, as I am getting support
from salons, colleges and Assembly Members across Wales,” she said. “It’s
fantastic news that McCarthy’s, such a well respected chain of salons, has
made the pledge.”
Mr McCarthy said: “At McCarthy’s we believe in putting our clients first.
That for me covers all aspects of our services – from the meet and greet
right the way down to our technical abilities, such as colouring and
treating hair. When we perform these skills we are required to use strong
chemicals and irritants, such as peroxide, and I think that our clients need
to feel safe in our hands when we are using these on their hair and scalp.
This is the reason that I decided to encourage my team at McCarthy’s
to become state registered hairdressers. Not only is it important for our
clients but also for my team. Once registered they have the full support of
the Hairdressing Council, which is a huge national body and which is great
to be part of..“
Hairdressers across the UK do not currently need to be qualified to set up
a salon, however Mrs Davis-Fox wants the Welsh Government to lead the
way by making state registration of qualified hairdressers compulsory.
Ensuring that she practises what she preaches, her company, Bridgendbased ISA Training, the largest hairdressing training business in Wales,
pays for the first year’s state registration of all learners who complete their
level three apprenticeships. From 2011, ISA introduced a new policy that
any member of staff delivering hairdressing qualifications must be state
registered.
Now she wants further education colleges to follow the example to
achieve the target of getting 75 per cent of level three apprentices in Wales
state registered by 2013.
“State registration is the only way we are going to get recognition and
respect for the profession from the public and politicians,” she said. “I have
a mission to do whatever I can to change the perception of this vibrant
and professional industry. Hairdressing should be brought into line with
other professions, which have a register of qualified practitioners.”
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Darren Potter, General Manager, Aveda

John Vial, Creative Director, Fudge

Fudge and Aveda Voted UK’s Coolest
Brands for 2012/13
Cult professional hair brands, Fudge and Aveda have been officially named
CoolBrands in an influential annual initiative to identify the UK’s coolest brands.
The CoolBrands® list, now in its 11th year, follows a vote by a combination
of around 3,000 consumers and a panel of 39 designers, style experts, media
personalities and prominent figures from the worlds of TV, fashion and music.
Helping rate coolness this year were the likes of Radio 1 DJ, Gemma Cairney,
fashion blogger, Susie Bubble, hip-hop duo, Rizzle Kicks, celebrity chef, Gizzi
Erskine, and musician, actor and director, Plan B.
The prestigious CoolBrands list was drawn from over 10,000 independently
identified UK brands and whittled down into a shortlist of 1,200. Brands do
not apply or pay to be considered. A panel of 39 influencers then scored each
brand, bearing in mind factors such as style, innovation, originality, authenticity,
desirability and uniqueness, before members of the British public were asked to
vote. The views of both the panel and consumers were combined to produce a
list of the brands most highly rated by both council and consumers. Fudge and
Aveda beat tough competition to take their place in the prestigious list.
“To be recognised once again by such prestigious influencers within Britain is a
great accolade… Fudge is a brand that continues to push boundaries and to be
recognised for our innovation and style is really important,” explains John Vial,
Fudge Creative Director.

Goldsworthy is new
Balmain Ambassador
Registered hairdresser Josh Goldsworthy
of Goldsworthy’s, Swindon, has been
appointed as a Balmain Hair Ambassador.
“I am really passionate about hair
extensions,” says Josh, “and Balmain Hair
offers the very best range and service
out there. I really think of myself as an
extensions specialist in the salon and our
clients expect the first-class quality of
extensions with the least application time.
I use the Balmain range for the numerous
photoshoots and shows I am involved in.
With the Balmain Fashion element it just
suits our portfolio so well.”
Dawn Reilly of Balmain said “Josh’s youth,
outstanding creativity and vision is just
what we need right now and we are so
excited about his appointment and the
extra energy he will bring to the brand!
Also he won Pro Hair Extensionist of the
Year 2012, making his appointment even
more exciting and relevant.”

Minimum Wage Rates
The national minimum wage increased from 1st October.
These are £6.19 for workers aged 21 or over; £4.98 for 18 – 20
year olds; £3.68 for 16-17 year olds above school leaving age but
under 18 and £2.65 the apprentice rate, for apprentices under 19
or 19 and over in the first year of their apprenticeship.
Most workers in the UK over school leaving age are legally
entitled to be paid at least the NMW and all employers have to
pay it. It makes no difference if the pay is weekly or monthly,
by cheque, cash or other; if the work is full time, part time or
any other working pattern. It doesn’t matter if the work is at the
employer’s own premises or elseshwere, what size the business
is or where the business is. Any contract agreeing to a lower
pay has no legal effect. For more information see www.gov.uk/
national-minimum-wage-rates

Angelo Seminara chosen
for Chloé Exhibition
Registered hairdresser Angelo Seminara was
thrilled to have been chosen as the creative guru
behind the hair and wigs being shown on models
in Chloé Attitudes – an exhilarating exhibition first
– to celebrate Maison Chloé’s 60-year contribution
to fashion culture. Consistently defining the
modern woman since 1952, this spectacular,
ground-breaking exhibition offered a playful
interpretation of ‘the Chloé spirit’ that spanned
seven decades. Featuring 70 signature pieces
drawn from Chloé’s nine key designers, the show
was staged in the newly refurbished galleries of Le
Palais de Tokyo in Paris.
“I had a lot of fun designing the hair for this
amazing exhibition,” says Angelo. “Chloé was
all about girls having a good time and enjoying
themselves. Models were often seen in twos,
chatting, laughing, and hanging out. I was pretty
much given a blank piece of paper, which was
perfect as it allowed my creativity to run free.”

Hairdresser chair rental VAT rules to be
applied from October 2012
HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC) has confirmed that chair rentals within hairdressers,
barbers and other businesses were standard-rated for VAT purposes from October 2012.
It was announced in the 2012 Budget that any rental of a chair in a salon together with
services would be taxable. This will only affect hairdressing salons who currently charge
stylists a chair rental fee for using salon space and treat this as VAT exempt. According
to the department, this ruling will include a chair with certain rights of access, a clearlydefined area in a room or building, or services that are related to hairdressing. It also
includes services that relate to a hairdresser’s assistant, use of washbasins, reception and
waiting area for clients. As some traders renting chairs will not be VAT registered, this
could result in their chair rental costing them an extra 20% as they cannot recover the
VAT.
If registered hairdressers have any questions about this change, contact the VAT helpline
on 0845 0109000 or see the HMRC’s VAT enquiries page.

Functional Skills replace
Key Skills in hair and
beauty Apprenticeships
From 1 October 2012 Key Skills were replaced
with Functional Skills for all government-funded
hair and beauty Apprenticeships in England.
The changeover for the mandatory element of
Apprenticeships – Key Skills in application of
number (maths), communication (English) and ICT
replaced by Level 2 English and Maths – in either
Functional Skills or GCSEs. From 1 October 2012,
all new apprentices have to register for Functional
Skills unless they have already achieved the
required level at GCSE. Those already registered
for Key Skills will have until 30 September 2013 to
complete them. Industry body Habia is advising
all Apprenticeship providers to check with their
awarding organisation to confirm their final date
of assessment.

Secretary General of
NHF to step down
The National Hairdressers’ Federation has begun
a high-level recruitment process following the
announcement by secretary general Eileen
Lawson that she is to take early retirement from
the end of this year, after five successful years with
the NHF. Eileen returned to work earlier in 2012
following a severe bout of cancer but has now
decided it is time to step back from what is a very
intense role.
Eileen said: “Working to promote the NHF and
the importance of our sector has been fantastic.
To have worked with so many creative, passionate
members – people who care about their
profession, their clients and their businesses – has
been a joy” NHF president Mark Coray - “What
Eileen has achieved for the Federation over
the past five years is almost unquantifiable. My
deepest thanks go to her for her commitment and
dedication”
Registrar of the Hairdressing Council, Sally Styles
said “I am really sorry to see Eileen go – she is an
inspiration and so passionate and knowledgeable
in everything she does. I have really enjoyed
knowing her”.
Guy Bourdin, French Vogue 1970, © The Estate of Guy
Bourdin, reproduced by permission of Art + Commerce

Under 16s hair colour
An EU directive soon to be known as the EU
Cosmetics Regulation has stated manufacturer’s
instructions should carry a warning on colour
packaging that states; “This product is not
intended for use on persons under 16”. CTPA (The
Cosmetic, Toiletry and Perfumery Association)
have advised this applies to all hair colorants
containing permanent or oxidative dyes classified
as extreme or strong sensitisers. This covers
virtually all permanent and oxidative colours.
It also applies to professional and home use
products. Although this is a recommendation
rather than a ban, if registered hairdressers use
a permanent colour product on someone under
16 it could be viewed as failing to comply with
the manufacturer’s instructions and may not be
covered by insurance. It is therefore essential to
check with your own insurance companies to
clarify the situation.

It’s all change for PAYE
How employers report Pay as You Earn (PAYE)
details to HM Revenue & Customs is changing.
From April 2013 there will be a new way to report
PAYE in real time, Real Time Information (RTI).
PAYE itself will not change – just the way, and how
often, employers send PAYE details to HMRC.
Instead of sending all PAYE details to HMRC in one
go, from April 2013 employers will have to:
• send details every time a payment is made
• use payroll software to send the details
electronically
• send the details as part of your normal payroll
process.
Most employers will begin reporting PAYE in real
time in April 2013, with all doing so by October
2013. It’s also vital that employers check that
information about their employees is accurate
and up to date. This involves making sure that
surname, forename, gender, address, date of
birth and National Insurance Number (NINO)
are correct and in the right format. Employers
should also make sure that they add staff to their
payrolls who will now need to be included with
their RTI submissions. For more help and advice
on improving data quality go to: www.hmrc.gov.
uk/rti/dip/index.htm For further information about
RTI go to: www.hmrc.gov.uk/rti

If, as a registered hairdresser, you have news or a story you would like to share, send copy and images to sally@haircouncil.org.uk
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“Hair fascinates me, it’s not
only an incredibly complex
chemical material, but has
amazing social and psychological
functions which we simply do
not consciously register until
something happens to it.”

Iain Sallis

The new face of Trichology

Registered expert Iain Sallis started his career with former ‘Hairdresser of the Year’ Mark Hill and quickly
became fascinated by the science and medical side of hair. In 1999 Iain enrolled at The Institute of
Trichologists training school, where, three intensive years of training later, he qualified with distinction as
a fully-fledged member of the Institute. A year later, Iain set up his first clinic at the renowned Nuffield
Hospital, Hull – the very first Trichology clinic to be based in a hospital in the UK. Two years later, a
second clinic in York was opened and demand for Iain’s services continued to grow dramatically. Now
Iain has 10 hospital based clinics, becoming in the process the largest operator of Trichology clinics in
the UK. He is now expanding into Europe, where he already has a considerable client base.

Now Iain shares with registered hairdressers his knowledge about hair loss in men...
Although hair loss in men is one of the most
widely accepted forms of hair loss and most
common – it is still a problem which causes
major anxiety for most men (although the
majority won’t let on it bothers them!). A
receding hairline or the arrival of a bald patch
can have a dramatic effect on men’s confidence
and self-image. It’s something most men
secretly ‘fear’ but hope will never actually
occur. After all, thinning hair and baldness is
something that kids use to identify the elderly,
despite the fact that the process can begin
before 20 years of age! A good head of hair is
associated with youth, virility and attractiveness,
so when hair loss occurs it can come as
something of a shock.
Many men believe that if their father has a
full head of hair, they’ll keep a good head
of hair. But genetic hair loss is set by a
predisposed combination determined by
both sides of your family.

What’s the cause?

There are a number of different causes
of male hair loss, but a condition
inherited from either one or both
parents is the cause of over 90% of all
hair loss in men. It is quickly recognisable

because the loss results in a familiar pattern at
the crown, front or the entire top of the head.
The back and sides are left unaffected. It is
called ‘Male Pattern Baldness’ or by its medical
name ‘Androgenetic Alopecia’ as this can affect
both men AND women.

The science behind the loss?

This Androgenetic alopecia is caused by
the effect of the male hormones, called
androgens, on genetically predisposed hair
follicles (which are located on the vertex or
top of the head in men). For those who are
prone to hair loss, within these genetically
programmed hair follicles the male hormone
‘testosterone’ is converted into the androgen
‘Dihydrotestosterone’, or ‘DHT’, by an enzyme
called 5-alpha reductase. DHT retards the hair
follicle over every hair cycle that particular hair
follicle completes, so each new hair which is
affected is that little bit smaller and grows for
less time than the previous one. This in turn
leads to the slow retardation seen in male
pattern hair loss and ultimately the atypical
horseshoe looking baldness seen in the most
extreme cases. What is not written in stone is
‘how far’ you will go, your heritage will give you
an indication but it is not a ‘set in stone’ blue
print for your own hair thinning!

It costs nothing to say ‘Thank you’... explains SRSH Trisha Buller
Trisha Buller is a director of 5-star award-winning
salon Cienté in Berkhamstead and is an expert
trichologist with overs 30 years of experience in
the hairdressing industry.
Having worked for salons as an employee, manager and
trainer during my journey, I wanted to share the positives I
have learned on my way into my own business with other
registered hairdressers. Firstly I realised the importance of
being appreciated – that could be something as simple as a
‘Thank you Trisha’ or ‘I really appreciated your support today’.
These small comments can make all the difference and gave
me the inspiration to try and behave differently from other
employers. I feel honoured to have worked with some very
talented, dedicated and inspirational people in my time and
the most important thing for me was to share my knowledge
and experiences with my team.
Many salon owners send their employees off to seminars
and initially the team member will return all guns blazing for
a couple of days or even weeks, to then decline back to bad
habits and lack of enthusiasm. Get the employee to share
their new found knowledge with the rest of the team and
ensure that changes suggested and learnt on the seminar
are implemented. After all, you didn’t send them on a jolly
but an experience to help develop and improve the skills
and knowledge back in the salon. This in turn will improve
the business and help deliver higher standards of services
and skills to clients, hence increasing business turnover and
changing clients into fans.
The importance of monitoring a team and continually
mentoring and guiding cannot be understated. It will be the
difference between a bored stylist who begins to think the
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grass is greener elsewhere and a motivated stylist who loves
their career and inspires fellow team players and clients around
them.
I realised very early on in my life that to have something, you
need to give something and by giving responsibility to key team
members, they will feel a part of the business and as they take
ownership of the company, there will be greater mutual respect
and integrity amongst the team. Delegating has been confused
in some business with abdicating. Always keep your eyes on
the ball but not so close you can smell the leather. Monthly
appraisals are essential to measure team goals alongside daily
guidance to ensure they’re on track. Show and explain what
the percentages are and how they’re worked out. Always give
the bigger picture so the team have an understanding of what
is expected, then break it down into bite size to help them see
what’s achievable.
By mentoring your management team, they can mentor the
individual stylists and before you know it, you are all rowing at
the same speed in the right direction – let’s face it, we all want
to achieve the gold medal. Don’t ever ignore an issue, if you
sense something is out of balance address it immediately,
before it gets exaggerated into something that need not
have happened. Developing your team and individuals
is the most rewarding experience, to think that you have
been a part of improving someone’s life and helping them
to achieve their goals, be it a new car, their first home or
holidays of a lifetime, is immeasurable. We all want feel
like we’re VIPs and we all want recognition in life.
Remember, it costs nothing to say thank you and give
praise and the rewards can be life-changing. Treat others
as you wished to be treated and if you can’t love your team
then don’t expect them to love you back.

the collections

F.A.M.E TEAM COLLECTION 2012 for

Hair: F.A.M.E. Team 2012 for GHD
Fashion: Desiree Lederer		

Make-up: Maddie Austin
Photography: Jack Eames
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David Drew

Why hair and beauty salon
businesses should try to
counteract downtime...
Industry statistics show that the average stylist working in the average salon is busy only 60% of the time
With the current world economic difficulties
and the consequences of the credit crunch
affecting customers’ spending behaviour,
finding the right competitive edge for your
business has never been more important.
Right now all salon owners and managers
should be asking themselves the following
question: Where do our new customers
come from? Downtime in the appointment
system is the number one enemy for any
business.
With the current high fixed overhead
pressure on all businesses, downtime has
to be combatted and kept to a minimum at
all costs. To try to counter this downtime, I
would strongly recommend salons joining
and being part of a New Client Lead
Generation Programme. By joining and
paying the lead generation company a
small joining fee, the time available in any
current downtime in the appointments can
be turned into an opportunity to grow and
develop valuable new customers.
Being in the hair and beauty business is all
about clients; it starts with how many. By
joining a new client-building initiative, salons
get a competitive edge over their local
competition by generating more repeat
business.
New Client Lead Generation Programmes
have a proven track record of successfully

helping hairdressers and beauty therapists
effectively and affordably find new ways to
recruit new customers. They are used by
some of the biggest and most respected and
successful companies within our industry to
promote new services and products.
New Client Lead Generation Programmes
also help to reduce marketing costs (it is
estimated that it costs six times more to win
new customers than sell more to current
customers) and stress levels of the business
owners, by helping to enhance profits.
Participating in such a programme will help
find new customers with new leads, resulting
in the owners and managers of the salons
sending out a clear message of success to
the market, because their salons will always
look busy.
Also importantly, when booking new clients
into salon staff columns, the owners and
managers of the salons are signalling to
their teams that they value them. Once an
employee has the knowledge, tools and
new customers they need to do their jobs
well, you increase their loyalty to the salon
and their motivation, creating a productive
team that works well together. Motivated
employees are productive employees and
productive employees have a positive
impact within the salon atmosphere and on
business profits.

The team should always be trained with the
correct consultation skills and new customer
retention procedures. Once trained in this
critical area, empower them. Don’t tie their
hands with cumbersome policies; give
the team permission to please the new
customer. Give them the authority to solve
new customer problems. Trust employees
to make decisions that will satisfy new
customers and keep them coming back.
To summarise, joining a New Client Lead
Generation programme means all team
members are trained in providing expert
consultations. The client database will be
increased which in turn increases business
equity, downtime in the columns is reduced
and team members are more motivated.
Remember some key points; insist at the
beginning in small or sometimes no fees
for new client leads. Ensure you’ve agreed
the maximum number of new clients to be
sent to your salon weekly, keep in control
by deciding which days to take the new
bookings and the level of staff member to
take the new booking.
Ensure every employee is trained in client
retention and consultation and, finally,
ensure you can leave the programme at any
time, giving an agreed notice period.

IMPACT BUSINESS COACH David Drew srsh is very well respected in the hairdressing industry, with
more than 38 years hairdressing industry experience, he’s had former management experience working for top world renowned
international salon groups. Following this he opened and ran for 24 years his own amazing (highly successful and very profitable)
award winning salons. David is extremely proud to currently be Chairman of The Fellowship for British Hairdressing. A fully accredited
qualified Business Coach, David delivers inspirational in-salon training solutions bespoke to your salon team needs. He is also currently
running business courses for L’Oréal and offers an affordable confidential private coaching & consulting service for salon owners and
managers. David is offering a generous discount to SRH hairdressers and salons who use him to facilitate training and
coaching solutions worth over £200! Registered hairdressers should contact David to arrange a no obligation FREE
30-minute phone coaching session, to see if he is the right Business Coach to help them!

For more information on the service that David offers visit
www.impactbusinesscoach.co.uk or call 01243 778598, mobile 07768 242034,
alternatively email david@impactbusinesscoach.co.uk
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EMPLOYMENT LAW ADVICE
I am frequently contacted to advise on pay
structures. There is no one system which is more
appropriate or fits every salon. Often, the system
selected is the one which reflects the salon
owner’s own view of what motivates staff and
they simply assume that it will therefore motivate
all the team. Few realise that non-financial factors
are also key motivators to staff – for example
training, holidays, rotas. It is extremely rare for
salon owners to sit down with individuals and let
them have an input into the reward system.

David Wright

Pay Structures
Which Ones
Work?

The Law

The law provides that employees receive the
National Minimum Wage. This is actively policed
and there are hefty fines for paying under the
NMW. The Inland Revenue has adopted a policy
of naming and shaming employers and a salon in
Leicester was one of the first to fall victim to this.
The current rate for an adult aged 21 or over is
£6.19 and for an apprentice is £2.65.

The Options

There are many different options available and
I will attempt to outline and comment on each.
None are mutually exclusive and the features can
be combined.

Hourly Rate/Salary

The wage costs are predictable throughout the
year, as is your staff’s income. Some believe a
commission structure is essential to “motivate”
staff – you may not be convinced this is the case!
However a commission structure which is badly
designed or has unachievable targets can be
worse than not having commission at all.

Commission Only

Technically, this option is possible but it is not
an accurate title as commission (ie the weekly
wage) cannot fall below the minimum wage level.
Therefore the contract would need to include the
wording ‘you will be paid 40% of your column
income or the NMW, whichever is the greater’.
Clearly the average earnings would then be paid
for holidays.

Hourly Rate/Commission

This is by far the commonest form of pay
system. However, the scheme adopted must
be thoroughly costed and cost-effective. For
example the extra commission rewards the
hairdresser for extra effort and the extra pay is
more than self-financing through extra turnover.
There are nearly as many variations in the type
and structure of commission systems. Is the
target daily, weekly, or monthly? All have pros
and cons. Ideally having hit the target you do
not want employees to switch off. Similarly if it
becomes clear a target isn’t going to be achieved
you don’t want employees to throw in the towel.
Some salons have a staggered commission
structure, for example 5% for target 1, 7.5% target
2 etc. Some salons have a group target so that
if the salon’s income is X then staff ALL receive Y.
This can encourage teamwork and clients are not
“hoarded”.
You also need to guard against clients being
seen in terms of income and retail prospects.
You obviously want your staff to retail but not at
the cost of losing clients who can feel harassed.
Therefore some salons also reward repeat
bookings and new client retention. Similarly
commission structures can result in clients
becoming a resource and new/junior staff finding
it difficult to fill their column. For this reason
some salons have moved towards a “salon target”
rather than individual targets. In theory this
generates a teamwork ethic.
This leads me to retail sales. Many salons have a
separate commission rate and structure for retail
sales. The same principle listed above should
be taken into account. Finally I still come across
salons that pay commission on gross figures
rather than figures net of VAT! In these cases they
are paying commission on VAT!

Non-Financial Rewards

As indicated above, pay is a fairly basic motivator
for staff working. However, there are many other
non-financial factors which have been proven to
be as important. You should also consider the
need to retain your staff. Listed below are a range
of features which you might wish to take into
account.
We increasingly hear that work/life balance
and an annual discussion with staff regarding
their work preferences can be useful. Of
course you want staff there at peak times but
more importantly you want them to not be
looking elsewhere for better hours.
Linked to this, some staff may prefer to have
additional holidays to additional pay, there
are systems where they can earn extra leave
from you.
Continuing training and development and
career opportunities may be the key driver for
some staff.
Rewards for high achievement, for example
gift vouchers or products, are increasingly
commonplace.
In a salon recently the staff told me how
impressed they were that they got an extra
day’s leave and a free treatment on their
birthday. The cost to the salon was relatively
small but the benefits were clear to be seen.
One final point. Salon owners sometimes
think their incentives or “treats” are gratefully
received by their staff. In reality a meal with
the salon owner might not be high on a
21-year-old’s therapists list of perfect nights
out. Why not consider a range of options to
allow some choice?

David Wright BA (Hons) FIPD, advises HABIA and a range of salons. For an all-inclusive fee of £200 per annum you are able to contact him
with all your employment queries. He will write your contract, set of policies, application forms, salon handbook and send you a monthly
newsletter full of helpful tips and advice. The fee is all-inclusive no matter how many times you need him. Contact David on 07930 358067,
01522 831061 or email info@davidwrightpersonnel.co.uk. You can also take a look at his website at www.davidwrightpersonnel.co.uk
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Tribute Magazine Promotes Registration
Nicky Pope has been 17 years as an editor on hairdressing magazines and is now a publisher of the
most premium European hair magazine: Tribute. Her experience includes heading up photo shoots,
marketing campaigns, presenting creative and business seminars, as well as heading up shows.
The Tribute Show is Tribute magazine come to life. The best hairdressers on the best stage possible
came together with the focus on the skill of hairdressing, paring back the razzmatazz to say it’s all
about the craftsmanship. Tribute was launched in 2005 in the UK and now has editions in France,
Belgium and Holland as well as Indonesia. Nicky said: “We support the Hairdressing Council’s
bid to encourage registration and maintain recognition for the highest standards of hairdressing.
We work with the Council to promote registration for any hairdresser looking to have their work
included in our title”.

Angelo Seminara at Tribute Show 2012

The hair industry loves the inspiration that can be gleaned from visual extravaganzas large and
small. In 2012 Nicky brought her special blend of world class hair professionals and their personal
creative stories to London’s West End. On providing a stimulating and inspirational event Nicky
says “when it comes to planning the Tribute Show we take our time to insure we have the ultimate
combination of hairdressing personalities and specialities. With such an array of hairdressing
skills and techniques it’s really important we showcase as many as possible. The last Tribute Show
featured names such as Angelo Seminara, Tim Hartley, Zoe Irwin and Darren Ambrose, the mix of
artists meant the show catered for everyone. We always keep the audience in the forefront of all
our plans, after all we want them to leave the show totally inspired with a reinvigorated passion for
this great industry“.
Nicky has defined the key principles of good show organisation and here she shares her ‘8 P’s’ of
show success to help any salon create their own stress-free show.

Purpose – create a clear statement of purpose to keep you focussed. Is your show about

inspiration? Education? Celebration? Clarity will keep you on track and help you set realistic
budgets.

People – who is it for? Who will be in it? Whether you are booking an icon like Tim Hartley or
your own Creative Director, the ‘who’ is an important question. Split it up by, on stage, back stage
and in front of the stage (ie the audience!).
Place – Where you produce your show will have a huge impact on budget and logistics. Make

sure it’s easy to get to for your audience and has access and space for prep and rehearsal. Be clear
about ‘extra’s’ such as late access.

Production - Get yourself a great choreographer. A good one will manage all the technical

details of lighting, music and timing. Provide your production staff with all the information they
need in good time.

PR and marketing – Start making a noise about your show at least three months before show
time. Communicate with press releases, social media, your database and even advertising. Make
it easy to book. Be clear about what the audience will see. Record the event with a photographer/
videographer for post show PR opportunities and future event marketing.
Preparation – think carefully through all the logistics. Do you need to book travel for your artists
or models? Where will they shampoo? What will they eat and drink? Where will people put their
rubbish? Think, think and think again…DO sweat the small stuff.
Perfection – on the big day DON’T sweat the small stuff. Your goal is to run to time and satisfy
your audience. Focus on the big picture and stay calm.
Post show follow-up – you should have been using social media THROUGHOUT your show
but immediately after collate your photographs, get your video into edit, ask for testimonials and
really celebrate your achievement. Press releases, client newsletters, website posts – seek every
opportunity to sustain the buzz as long as possible.
Keep an eye out for Tribute Show 2013.
Nicky Pope at Tribute Show 2012

VTCT is offering a unique bursary opportunity for State Registered
Hairdressers (SRH) on selected Habia Skills Academy (HSA)
courses. This opportunity will entitle SRHs to 25% off the following
courses that start before the 31st March 2013.
Places Limited Apply Now!

25% off

24/02/13 Level 3 Hair Extension Services

4 Days Birmingham

04/03/13 Level 4 Male Grooming

8 Days Leicester

11/03/13 Level 4 Male Grooming

8 Days Barnsley

For further details about the HSA and eligibility for
these courses visit www.habia.org/hsa
To claim a VTCT/HSA bursary please
contact the HSA on:
Tel: 0845 6123 555 | Email: salesteam@habia.org
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Product Profiles

the products

It’s time to take another look at some of the industry
leaders’ newest products to help you maximise your
clients’ styles...

Structure Dust Matte Hair Powder

Dusting goes deluxe with this latest must-have product from
the red hot salon Structure range. Volumising and versatile,
Dust Matte Hair Powder adds a sprinkling of magic to all hair
types and lengths, producing lavish locks with a naturally matte
texture that the catwalks and red carpets can’t get enough
of. Sprinkling on style is simple as Dust Matte Hair Powder is
weightless and easy to distribute. Create volume at the roots
or texture at the ends of hair. Floaty textures, bouffant shapes,
tall up-dos and edgy easy-going layers can be created and
accentuated with this ‘star dust’ powder. For more information
call 0845 0712326 or visit www.structurehair.co.uk

[3D]mension
Unveil New
Grey Shampoo

Whether it’s naturally
grey or bleached, no man
likes to see a yellow tone
to their hair. Now the allnew Grey Shampoo has
been specially developed
for white, grey or bleached
hair. Balancing pigments
neutralize unwanted
yellow casts, glycerine adds
suppleness and moisturizes
while Moringa supports
and activates the hair roots,
strengthening the hair from
the bottom up. Natural grey
hair gains new shine and a
metallic shimmer. For further
information call 01858 419668.

Fudge Matte Mineral Textures
Trailblazing ahead, Fudge has put French Green
Clay into hair with six matte mineral texture
products. This natural material, sourced
from bedrock quarries in France, has never
been applied to hair styling before.
The clay creates a unique texture and
movement in hair that is easily achieved
and in line with the gradual alteration
towards ultra-modern multidimensional
finishes. Texture without having to set,
tong, curl or prep hair to create volume
and wonderful textures. For more
information call 020 7739 2858.

Andis Slimline 2
Cord/Cordless Trimmer

Denman International has now added to the Andis
range with the new Andis ‘Slimline 2’. This
is a lightweight cord/cordless powerful
trimmer with a rotary motor. This
trimmer is equipped with a high quality,
long life, stainless steel T-Blade. Ideal for
general trimming, beards, moustaches,
necklines and edging around the ears to
give your client exactly what they want. The
trimmer continues to charge on the stand when it is not
in use and it has a Ni-MH battery for the superior performance. It
also comes with six attachment combs. For more information call 0800 262509

Denman Teams Up With AnarKitty

Denman International has teamed up with Bangor artist Emma Geary (AKA
‘AnarKitty’) to create a special edition design for the famous Denman D3 brush.
AnarKitty’s style focuses on strong and individual women in today’s culture but
gives them a feminine twist. Denman were blown away with AnarKitty’s work
and felt that her vision really fitted in with the brand image. AnarKitty was able to
produce an outstanding piece of art for Denman and has named this piece ‘Sassy’
as a tribute to the late, great Vidal Sassoon. For more information call 0800 262509

Organic Care Systems’ Reformulated Range

The UK’s largest own-brand manufacturer of hair products has made an exciting
breakthrough and added ingredients to its range which include oat seed extract,
sugar cane, lemon, apple and beetroot extracts. OCS is a brand committed to
finding natural ingredients that do their job with no compromise on performance.
The ranges are completely free from salt, a bulking agent which strips out colour,
using wheat protein instead which protects and prolongs colour. Other key
ingredients include coconut to cleanse, Vitamin B5, Comfrey and Jojoba seeds to
deep condition and Aloe to soothe the scalp and moisturise the hair. Chamomile
works as an anti-inflammatory and Sunflower oil inhibits UV rays to leave hair
naturally protected. Free from parabens, OCS uses Soil Association and Ecocert
Organic Certified ingredients and carries the Choose Cruelty Free bunny logo.
For more information call 01590 613 490 or visit www.organiccoloursystems.com
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Three
to win!

Win
a pot!
Win
this set!

Five
to win!

Great Giveaways
You could win these fantastic products!

All of the latest products described on these pages are available for our lucky readers to win, and it couldn’t be easier
to enter – simply email your name, address and registration number to jo@haircouncil.org.uk and put the name of
the product in the subject line. Alternatively you can send your details on a postcard to The Hairdresser Giveaways,
Hairdressing Council, 30 Sydenham Road, Croydon, Surrey CR0 2EF. Remember to include your registration number
and a contact telephone number. You can enter once for each product giveaway (postcard entries can all be sent in one
envelope). All entries will be placed into a prize draw and the winners will be drawn at random.

Denman Styling Kit

Phytomer Pionniere XMF

Denman Professional Styling Kit contains brushes, clips
and a range of accessories all in a compact storage case
make this the ultimate roll-out kit bag. One lucky winner
will receive a Medium 7-Row Styling Brush, Freeflow
Hyflex Vent Brush, Paddle Brush, Squargonomics
Square Barrel Brush, Dress Out Brush, Nylon Curling
Brush, Radial Natural Bristle Brush, Neck Brush, Duckbill
Sectioning Clips, 4 Pack, MGCP Highlighting Cap and
Hook, five different professional combs to give styling
versatility in the salon. Crimped Bristle Tint Brush,
Highlighting Brushes, 6 pack and Nitrile Latex-Free
Gloves (1 pair). For more information call Denman
International free on 0800 262509

Rediscover beautiful skin instantly without using invasive
surgery or needles, thanks to a remarkable new product
from Phytomer – Pionniere XMF. Pioneer XMF skin
cream’s unique formula includes ExoPolySaccharides – a
remarkable 100% natural marine ingredient extensively
researched by Phytomer. Skin texture is noticeably
smoother and wrinkle depth is clinically reduced after
just one application, smile lines are reduced and the skin
becomes firmed. After just one month crow’s feet are
reduced and there is overall, lasting youth correction for
the skin which is left rejuvenated, smoother, tauter and
beautifully luminous. For more information contact
020 7788 4091

The Ultimate Camellia Oil

Sunjunkie Gradual
Tanning Mousse

Native to the Hunan region of China, Camellia is
a multipurpose seed oil extract. Cold pressed and
extracted from Camellia Oleifera seeds, Golden Camellia
Oil is a 100% natural and organic. Camellia Oil will restore
sebum levels and any broken skin pigments. The silky
oil formula revitalises dry and irritated areas and gently
sooths away any imperfections. It does not clog the
pores or create breakouts. The skin will feel moisturised
and replenished without the use of any harsh chemicals.
A generous amount can also be poured into your hot
bath to relax as you feel the stress and tension melt
away. The oil is bursting with vitamins A, B, D and E and
is also perfect for targeting cellulite and stretch marks.
For more information contact 020 3072 1072 or visit
www.camellia-oil.org
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Build up an astonishingly gorgeous glow with
Sunjunkie’s new gradual tanning mousse. Infused with
all the goodness of vitamin E and Aloe Vera, Sunjunkie’s
tanning products help you to achieve a bespoke bronzed
look. Alcohol-free and packed with natural ingredients
Sunjunkie will deliver a long-lasting colour which
is natural and streak-free leaving your skin
moisturized and soft. Perfect for those who
do not wish to take the leap from pale to
golden overnight, this fabulous gradual tan
can take up to a week to develop into a
gorgeous deep tone. For more information
contact 0161 4914 499 or visit www.sunjunkie.com

the giveaways

Win these fantastic
new KeraStraight
Titaniumn Irons 1.5
with Tourmaline technology
Turn up the heat with this professional styling iron
– perfect for use during KeraStraight treatment
applications and everyday styling. The iron’s negative
ionic output technology smoothes the hair shaft and
locks in moisture.
Offering the latest in styling technology, the KeraStraight
Titanium Iron 1.5 uses 100% titanium plates for extreme
heat resistance and a non-stick performance, allowing
hair to glide through without pulling, tearing of
snagging. It has a digital temperature display offering
a variable heat range from 140o C, a 360o swivel cord,
a locking collar to prevent plate damage and auto shut
off technology which switches the irons off when left
dormant for 40 minutes.
For more information call 0845 4590026 or visit
www.kerastraight.com
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theIce collections
cold and red hot! No contradictions!
With the current ICE MUSES collection,
this season the international LA
BIOSTHETIQUE Artistic Team is once
again producing high-class hair and
make-up looks.

With their enchanting models,
Alexander Dinter and Jana Patzold
(Cut and Style) teamed up with Andrea
Bennett, Marc Riese (Colour) and Cyrill
Zenhausern (Make-up) to hold a photo
shoot in the rugged nature of winter,
creating a fascinating blend of fashion
and environment.The relentless forces
of nature at a height of 2,000 metres
merge with breathtaking styles to create
pure fashion.
Fashion that captivates and excites with
contrast: cool femininity with a heart of
fire, irresistibility coupled with mystic
coolness, clear contours with feminine
sensuality. An inspirational contrast
between hot and cold, stark and soft,
cool and romantic!
The trend scouts gathered their
inspiration from stand-out designers
such as Valentino, Celine, YSL, Hakaan
or Prada. These breathtaking hair
and make-up looks from our creative
team were inspired by themes and
elements from the swinging 60s with
its style icons; “A touch of 80s” with
reinterpretations of the legendary sport
graphics and urban punk and shades of
folklore with flowing silhouettes.
So cool and yet totally irresistible! The
muses of winter!

ICE MUSES

Ice cold and red hot!
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Flexible and affordable
insurance cover for state
registered hairdressers
Protecting your scissors as well as / and your salons. Plus – free Hand
Cover with every Personal Accident Extension, prices start from £21.00

For salon owners, we can
cover the insurance you need:
• Public Liability
• Employers Liability
• Treatment Risks
• Buildings & Contents
• Commercial Vehicle
Check your insurance cover today
to see how we can cut your costs.

0800 454 371
Quote Ref: HAIR12
businessinsurance@jltgroup.com
www.jltbis.co.uk

The Hairdressing Council
The Hairdresser
JLT Business Insurance Services. A part of Thistle Insurance Service Limited.
Lloyds Broker. Council
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.
A JLT Group company. Registered office: 6 Crutched Friars, London, EC3N 2PH. Registered in England No 00338645. VAT No 244 2321 96.
The Hairdressing Council are introducer apppointed representatives of Thistle Insurance Services Limited.

Would you like to join
the likes of Andrew Barton
by becoming a

Master
Craftsman
in Hairdressing?

If you have been a State Registered Hairdresser for over two years and have management and
teaching experience you may be eligible to become a Master Craftsman in Hairdressing.
This prestigious and select hairdressing award puts you among the cream of British hairdressing.
The Master Craftsman diploma comes in four different formats: a Diploma in a stylish, specially made frame,
a silver metal plaque on a black mount in quality silver frame, a burnished brass metal plaque, mounted on
dark wood, or a silver metal plaque in a modern look acrylic frame.

Congratulations to these new Master Craftsmen
Reg. No. Name				Address

704554

Mrs A J Peel			Leicstershire

935089

Jody Blake			Derbyshire

935379

Geraldine Wilson		Essex

937675

Lynne Sowerby		South Yorkshire

941383

Rhys J F Davidson		

941582

Tara Roots			Maidstone

941596

Hayley Bigwood		 Manchester

941788

Nergish Wadia-Austin

941860

Dave Benbow			Worcester

941879

Lynne Kendal-Falla		

Guernsey

941907

Cecillia Ojolewa

London

Fife

London

For more information on how to
become a Master Craftsman contact the
Hairdressing Council on 020 8760 7010.

NEW

MIX 1+1
EASIER MIXInG

THE L’ORÉAL PROFESSIONNEL
HAIR COLOUR OF THE FUTURE,
JUST GOT EASIER
NEW ODS² TECHNOLOGy (OIL DELIVERy SySTEM2) – 22 PATENTS PENDING
• UP TO

100% WHITE HAIR COVERAGE
• ODOURLESS, AMMONIA-FREE
• UNLIMITED COLOUR RESULTS*. SUBLIME SHINE
*Intermixable shades able to lighten up to 3 levels

EXCLUSIVELy In SaLon

www.lorealprofessionnel.co.uk

www.facebook.com/lorealprofessionnel

